ENGLISH

PASSION FOR WOOD

IDEAS
FOR ALL
SENSES
Wood is a versatile
material for decoration
and the only renewable
construction material.

Wood has always been in the heart of Finnish
culture. It has been used for building and heating
homes, and even for producing clothing and food.
Wood has played a significant role in the lives and
homes of Finns – and continues to do so.
This tradition lives on in Siparila, which produces
wood-siding design solutions whose primary
purpose is to bring warmth and beauty into the
home with the help of Finnish designers. Wood is
inspirational and alluring. The versatility of wood
allows for creativity and new interior design ideas.
Finnish craftsmanship, top design and respect
for nature all come together in Siparila’s interior
products, which can be used for creating
impressive overall designs or exciting elements for
the home. We believe the spirit of the home comes
from the heart, as every home reflects its occupants’
lives and personalities. We are prepared to do our
utmost to make your home look just like you – now
and forever.
Welcome to the world of Siparila. Let wood inspire
you and create your greatest ideas!

Juha Sojakka, CEO

CLASSICALLY
ELEGANT

AITO

BOLD AND BROAD
INTERIOR CL ADDING
Bring a sense of smooth serenity to your walls with our
AITO interior cladding. The white finish will add a sense
of space while the grey creates a sense of calm. In AITO,
we have allowed the grain of the wood to show through,
while the narrow open joint allows for a smooth and natural finish. The cladding is quick and easy to install, making
it the ideal way to create stylish finishes.

The AITO cladding is available
in a 280 mm width. The panels
are end matched and come
with a concealed fixing system.
The finished surfaces are
completely smooth and nail
free and the joint are easy to
complete.
Please note that the surfaces
may feature an occasional
resin pocket or knots. This
is due to the drying process
and depends on the level of
humidity present.

END MATCHED

SECRET NAILING

White

Anthracite

CL ASSICALLY ELEGANT

AITO

AITO

CL ASSICALLY ELEGANT

Installed horizontally,
the cladding gives a
sense of quiet harmony
to your home.

AITO
Product

Thickness, mm Width, mm

Length, mm

AITO

12

2000

280

Open joint, mm
1

Colours

Usage, m/m2

Coverage, mm

White, anthracite

3,76

266

KIILLE

CL ASSICALLY ELEGANT

KIILLE
LET THE LIGHT IN
The classic KIILLE panelling brings a sense of
balance to your interiors. The smooth, white
surfaces reflect the light, bringing a sense of
brightness and spaciousness to your home.
The panels come with a concealed fixing,
meaning that the end result will be flawless
and nail free.

More light
with white

The KIILLE panels are ideally
suited for interior wall and
ceiling cladding. The panelling is
not suitable for use in bathrooms
and other wet spaces.
White

END MATCHED

SECRET NAILING

KIILLE
Product

Thickness, mm

Width, mm

Length, mm

Open joint, mm

Colours

Usage, m/m2

Coverage, mm

STS

13

95

2350

6

White

12,22

82

STS

15

120

2350

6

White

9,52

105

Pearl panel

13

95

4200

White

12,22

82

Pearl panel

15

120

3600

White

9,52

105

Pearl panelling 13x95 and 15x120 are not end matched, and will require trimming before installation

R AILO

FOR THE LOVE OF SL ATS
RAILO creates a fresh and airy slatted look. Subtle yet distinct, the narrow grooves give the panelling a relaxed and
rhythmical quality. RAILO lends itself to a number of styles
and is the ideal choice for both contemporary and classic
spaces. The opaque white and translucent grey deliver a
versatile backdrop you can use to create the look you want.

Create a calm and muted
palette for your home with the
translucent grey RAILO, or opt for
the classic opaque white to add
a sense of space to your interiors.
White

The RAILO panels are easy to
install, and the concealed fixing
system guarantees a flawless
finish every time.
You can use the RAILO panelling
in bathrooms, provided they
are installed with mechanical
ventilation.

END MATCHED

SECRET NAILING

SPLASH SHIELDED

Translucent grey

CL ASSICALLY ELEGANT

RAILO

R AILO

CL ASSICALLY ELEGANT

The RAILO panels are
end matched which
allows you to reduce
wastage and create
a sense of continuity
across large surfaces.

RAILO
Open joint, mm

Fake joint, mm

Colours

Usage, m/m2

Product Thickness, mm Width, mm

Length, mm

Coverage, mm

STS

13

95

2350

6

6

White

12,22

82

STS

15

95

2000

6

6

Translucent grey

12,22

82

STRUK TUURI

INNOVATIVE AND BOLD
The STRUKTUURI panels allow the wood’s natural character to show through.
The panels are available in five different colours designed to cater for all tastes and styles. Opt for something darker to add a sense of depth to your interiors or try the iridescent grey for something light with
a unique charm. The translucent sand and lightly iridescent brown invite you to play with warmer tones.
We have added the fresh and bright white to complement the choice of natural tones. The special surface
treatment highlights the natural and unique variation
on the wood’s surface.

White

Translucent
sand

The STRUKTUURI panels
have been treated to
withstand humidity.
With a concealed
fixing system and end
matching, they are also
ideal for washroom
ceilings. Don’t forget to
treat any trimmed edges
to prevent cracking due
to moisture.

Translucent black

Pearly grey

Pearly brown

STRUKTUURI 176 mm
wide panels can be
used also in sauna.

END MATCHED

SECRET NAILING

SPLASH SHIELDED

CAN BE USED
IN SAUNA

CL ASSICALLY ELEGANT

STRUKTUURI

STRUK TUURI

Your home should have a
unique and authentic feel.
The real wood in our
panelling matches the rhythm
of your life, absorbing and
then releasing moisture into
the air. Wood is known to
improve indoor air quality.

STRUKTUURI
Product

Thickness, mm Width, mm Length, mm

STS

15

176

2350

Open joint, mm
6

Colours
White, translucent sand, translucent black,
pearly grey, pearly brown

Usage, m/m2
6,21

Coverage, mm
161

VALO

CREATE A SENSE OF FLOW
Our VALO panelling is perfect for adding a sense of flow to your
home and allows you to light your interiors in a completely new way.
With VALO, you can add sleek and unobtrusive LED strip lights between the panels to create a range of effects that mean you no longer
need separate light fixtures for your home. You are free to choose the
amount of light you want for your interiors.

The VALO panelling has been
designed for use on ceilings.
The design gives a slatted effect
but is quick to install thanks to the
finished edges. The panels are
quick to slot together and, unlike
with traditional slatted finishes,
you won’t need to worry about
ensuring that the surface behind
them flawless.

White

If you intend to use the panels
to cover larger surfaces, please
design the joints carefully as
the VALO panels are not
end matched.

Pearly birch

The VALO panels are designed
by Heli Mäkiranta.

SPLASH SHIELDED

SECRET NAILING

VALO
Product

Thickness, mm

Width, mm

Length, mm

VALO

28

95

4200

VALO

28

95

to be checked *

Colours

Usage, m/m2

18

White

12,05

83

18

Pearly birch

12,05

83

Open joint, mm

* Please check the length available when placing your order.
The VALO panelling is not end matched, and will require trimming before installation

Coverage, mm

CL ASSICALLY ELEGANT

VALO

TIMELESS
DESIGN

KOO

KOO
SOLID WOOD – FOR A
L ASTING IMPRESSION
Our KOO interior panelling uses the beauty of solid
wood to make time itself stand still. The carefullycrafted design brings together three different elements to form a single harmonious finish. Responding flexibly to your ideas, the panels can be used on
their own or in combination to create the look you
want. The KOO panels give a different and unique
result every time.

The KOO panels celebrate the
beauty of wood and are available
in a thickness of 21 mm.
Reflecting the ambitious approach
people have come to expect of Finnish design, they have been thoughtfully and imaginatively crafted by
interior architect Kari Lappalainen.
The hidden fixing system means that
you can create beautifully smooth
and uninterrupted surfaces for
your home. The results are durable,
authentic and timeless. The KOO
panelling will also soften the
acoustics in your home.

KOO translucent grey

KOO2 translucent grey

KOO4 translucent grey

SPLASH SHIELDED

SECRET NAILING

CAN BE USED
IN SAUNA

KOO
Product

Thickness, mm Width, mm

Length, mm

Open joint, mm Fake joint, mm Colours

KOO

21

95

to be checked *

4

KOO2

21

95

to be checked *

4

KOO4

21

95

to be checked *

4

Usage, m/m2

Coverage, mm

Translucent grey, birch

12,05

83

4

Translucent grey, birch

12,05

83

4

Translucent grey, birch

12,05

83

*Please check the length available when placing your order.
The KOO panelling is not end matched, and will require trimming before installation.

TIMELESS DESIGN

For impactful yet
understated interiors.
Modern and minimalist,
the KOO has been
created to transcend
trends and time.

PAL A

YOUR INTERIORS FALLING
INTO PL ACE, PIECE BY PIECE
Use the PALA panels to create your own interior features.
The lightweight panelling is easy to install and can be used to
create geometrical designs, herringbone patterns or classic
subway tile looks. Thanks to the handy, user-friendly sizing,
our PALA panels also lend themselves for use in smaller spaces. The materials are light and easy to transport. The panelling is available in 505 mm and 1005 mm lengths.

Use PALA panels
to create a statement
herringbone pattern
bedstead in your
home.
Translucent birch

The PALA panelling is
installed using Siparila
Fix glue, no nails or
hammering required.
The PALA panelling must
be installed on a plywood, stone, concrete or
clean plastered surface,
please do not use fillers.
To create a square or
herringbone pattern,
you will need both right,
and left handed panels.

END MATCHED

SPLASH SHIELDED

Thermal birch

Please note that for
the thermal birch
there may be some
colour variation
between batches.
You can even use the
splash-proof PALA
panels to decorate
your bathroom.
However, please note
that they cannot be
used in saunas.

TIMELESS DESIGN

PALA

PAL A

PALA
Usage, m/m2

Product

Thickness, mm

Width, mm

Length, mm

Colours

Coverage, mm

PALA

9

96

1005

Translucent birch

10,98

91

PALA

9

116

1005

Thermal birch

9,00

111

PALA

9

96

505

Translucent birch

10,98

91

PALA

9

116

505

Thermal birch

9,00

111

VIRE

TIMELESS DESIGN
The finish created by our VIRE panelling will vary throughout the
day depending on the light and angle. Thanks to the undulating
finish, the panelling will also soften the acoustics in your home.
Created in collaboration with celebrated Finnish designer Ristomatti Ratia, the VIRE panelling will add an elegant and stylish feature to your home. With this classic Finnish design element, only
your imagination is the limit.

To ensure a flawless,
continuous finish,
always ensure that you
finish with the tongue
portion of the panel
towards your line of sight.
With a flawless,
nail-free finish,
the VIRE panelling
is available in natural sand, black and
White
delicate white.
You can also
choose from an ash and birch.
The VIRE panels are unique and
you may find some variation in
the colour between batches. The
panels will also darken over time
as the heartwood matures. In the
ash panelling the variation may
be particularly strong. This is a
naturally occurring process and an
inherent feature of this material.
The white panelling also lends
itself for use as wetroom ceiling
cladding provided that you have
mechanical ventilation installed.

Translucent
white birch

Translucent
white ash

Translucent sand

Black
SPLASH SHIELDED

CAN BE USED
IN SAUNA *

SECRET NAILING

*ASH, BIRCH AND BLACK

TIMELESS DESIGN

VIRE

VIRE

Installed horizontally,
the VIRE panelling adds
a sense of energy and
flow to your home, while
a vertical installation
brings a dynamic
sense of rhythm.

VIRE
Usage, m/m2

Product

Thickness, mm Width, mm

Length, mm

Colours

VIRE

15

90

2700

White

12,66

79

VIRE

15

90

3600

White, black

12,66

79

VIRE

15

90

to be checked*

Translucent white birch,
12,66
translucent white ash, translucent sand

79

*Please check the length available when placing your order.
The VIRE panelling is not end matched, and will require trimming before installation

Coverage, mm

USVA

THE MAGIC OF WOOD
Light catches and enchances the beauty of our USVA interior
panelling. The minimalist, contemporary finish and narrow open
joints deliver a truly high-impact look for your home. The microtextured finish highlights the wood’s natural grain and complements the iridescent metallic sheen. USVA is the perfect way to
make a bold, modern statement. The panelling is available in a
range of metallic shades and translucent sand.

Translucent sand

USVA interior panels have
an attractive surface which
create completely new effects
and atmosphere for decoration. USVA – panelling put
the finishing touch to your
interiors with minimal amount
of waste. Thanks to the end
matching and concealed
fixing system, USVA offers
a flawless finish.

END MATCHED

SPLASH SHIELDED

SECRET NAILING

Pearly pearl

Pearly silver

Pearly grey

TIMELESS DESIGN

USVA

USVA

USVA panel has clear
straight shapes and
narrow open joint.
The natural figure of
the wood remains visible
through the finished
surface.

USVA
Usage, m/m2

Product

Thickness, mm

Width, mm

Length, mm

Open joint, mm

Colours

Coverage, mm

STS

15

120

2350

6

Pearly grey

9,52

105

STS

15

120

2950

6

Translucent sand

9,52

105

STS

15

95

3250

6

Pearly silver

12,22

82

STS

15

95

2950

6

Pearly pearl

12,22

82

STS

15

95

2650

6

Pearly pearl

12,22

82

WET
SPACES
& SAUNA

K A STE

SPL ASH-PROOF SURFACES
The KASTE panels draw their inspiration from the brilliant freshness
of a summer morning. The panelling adds a clear and stylish look to
all your wet spaces. With a seamless and continuous look, the panelling can be extended to other areas of your house too.

Our KASTE panels are designed
to give protection from splashes.
They are not suitable for high
temperature areas like the sauna
and should not be subjected to
constant contact with water.

White

When opening the shrink-wrap
packaging, please take care not
to scratch the panels, to avoid
damaging the pristine white surface.

END MATCHED

SPLASH SHIELDED

SECRET NAILING

KASTE
Product

Thickness, mm

Width, mm

Length, mm

STS

15

120

2350

STS

13

95

2350

Colours

Usage, m/m2

Coverage, mm

6

White

9,52

105

3

White

12,22

82

Open joint, mm

WET SPACES

KASTE

The KASTE panels can also
be installed vertically with
counter-battening to give a
new sense of height to your
interior space. Install them
horizontally to give a sense
of breadth and openness.

HA APA SAUNA PANELLING

AUTHENTIC, UNIQUE,
CHAR ACTERFUL – SURROUND
YOURSELF WITH WARMTH
The subtle grain pattern found in aspen has been shaped over
decades, giving a lovely sheen to the finish. Siparila’s HAAPA
panels offer something new and different for your sauna
interiors. Available in translucent white, black and grey, the
panels add a wonderful sense of atmosphere to your sauna.

The flush finish and hidden
fixings mean that you can
enjoy your sauna with
a flawless, nail-free look.
The smooth surfaces and
open joints create a finish
that’s both stylish and
beautiful. There may be
significant variation in the
patterns, which is due to
aspen’s natural growth
patterns.
Mounted vertically,
the HAAPA panels add
a wonderful sense of
Scandinavian hygge to your
home, and will make an eyecatching feature in any area
from your hallway to your
sitting room.

SPLASH SHIELDED

CAN BE USED
IN SAUNA

SECRET NAILING

Translucent white

Translucent grey

Translucent black

SAUNA

The heat of the sauna leaves
bathers feeling refreshed and
relaxed. Thanks to its low heat
conductivity, aspen is the perfect
sauna cladding material as
it will leave the surfaces
pleasant to the touch.

HAAPA SAUNA
PANELLING

SAUNA

The HAAPA panels have
hidden fixings, which
means that you won’t have
any visible nail marks in your
sauna. The panels are easy
to install and are designed to
prevent water from seeping
in through the nail heads and
damaging the structure of the
wood. For horizontal panelling, the
installation is carried out from bottom
up to allow the fixings to be connected
to the tongue portion. Don’t forget to
treat any trimmed edges to prevent
cracking due to moisture.

HAAPA SAUNA PANELLING
Product

Thickness, mm Width, mm

Length, mm

STS

15

1800, 2100, 2400,
2700, 3000

120

Open joint, mm
3

The HAAPA panelling is not end matched, and will require trimming before installation.

Colours
Translucent white, translucent
grey, translucent black

Usage, m/m2
9,52

Coverage, mm
105

STRUK TUURI SAUNA PANELLING

FOR COSY AND LIVELY INTERIORS
Create a stylish and understated look for your sauna with our STRUKTUURI
panelling. The wide panels are easy to install. Choose from five different
styles to create the mood you are looking for. Whether you opt for the
fresh and clean white, the cosy darkness of the smoke sauna, the mystical
calm of the pearl grey, the stunning irridescent brown or the understated
sand, you can give your sauna the unique look you want

White

Translucent black

Translucent sand

Pearly grey

Pearly brown

The STRUKTUURI panels have been treated to withstand the significant variations in temperature and
humidity. The concealed nailing means that water
cannot enter through the nailheads and damage
the wood. Don’t forget to treat any trimmed edges
to prevent cracking due to moisture.
When it comes to choosing the colour scheme for
your sauna, you can now maintain a sense of continuity with the rest of your home. Choose the look
you want from black accents to fresh white surfaces.
The STRUKTUURI panels can be used to decorate
any room in your home.

SPLASH SHIELDED

CAN BE USED
IN SAUNA

SECRET NAILING

END MATCHED

SAUNA

STRUKTUURI
SAUNA PANELLING

STRUK TUURI SAUNA PANELLING

STRUKTUURI SAUNA PANELLING
Product

Thickness, mm Width, mm Length, mm

Open joint, mm

Colours

STS

15

6

White, translucent sand, translucent black,
pearly brown, pearly grey

176

2350

Usage, m/m2
6,21

Coverage, mm
161

From the Siparila’s interior moulding collection, you will find dozens
of options to create charming and thoughtful details for your home.
Highlight your home frames in style and choose natural wood. Give your
creativity the power, only your imagination is the limit. KINOS, KUMPU,
VANA and VIIVA collections are multi-purpose mouldings which can be
used both as a baseboard and coverboard.

Siparila
mouldings
are made of
natural wood

KIILLE

KINOS

KIILLE interior mouldings are
straight edged and minimalistic in
design. KIILLE interior mouldings
fit into space when you want a light
finish. KIILLE collection has separate baseboards and coverboards.

KINOS interior mouldings are plentiful
in shape and can be found in up to 120
mm wide. With KINOS mouldings you
can decorate your home from floor to
ceiling. KINOS mouldings can be used
both as a baseboard and coverboard.

VANA

VIIVA

VANA interior moulding’s design
can soften the modern decoration
or soothe romantic décor. VANA
mouldings can be used both as a
baseboard and coverboard.

VIIVA interior mouldings complete
the decoration with simplistic, but
massive design. The shape of the
mouldings brings elegance to space.
VIIVA mouldings can be used both as
a baseboard and coverboard.

KUMPU
Round shapes flow on the top of
KUMPU mouldings. KUMPU mouldings create charming softness to the
interior details. KUMPU mouldings
can be used both as a baseboard
and coverboard.

AITO
AITO baseboards adhere to parquet
floor tones. Translucent surfacing of
the mouldings let the real wood to
be seen on the surface and delimiting the floor naturally.

HARDWOOD
Hardwood mouldings are made of
ash. The design of the mouldings
follow the straight lines of the KIILLE
mouldings. Please note that there is
separate baseboard and coverboard
in hardwood selection.

INTERIOR MOULDINGS

INTERIOR
MOULDINGS

KIILLE

KIILLE mouldings

Thickness, mm

Width, mm

Colour

12x42 KIILLE baseboard

12

42

12x70 KIILLE baseboard

12

12x90 KIILLE baseboard

KINOS

KINOS mouldings

Thickness, mm

Width, mm

Colour

White

15x56 KINOS cover/baseboard

15

56

White

70

White

15x70 KINOS cover/baseboard

15

70

White

12

90

White

15x90 KINOS cover/baseboard

15

90

White

20x42 KIILLE electric baseboard

20

42

White

15x120 KINOS cover/baseboard

15

120

White

20x70 KIILLE electric baseboard

20

70

White

15x64 KINOS ceiling moulding

15

64

White

12x42 KIILLE coverboard

12

42

White

12x70 KIILLE coverboard

12

70

White

12x90 KIILLE coverboard

12

90

White

15x44 KIILLE ceiling moulding

15

44

White

KINOS cover/baseboard
15x56

KIILLE baseboard
12x42

KIILLE baseboard
12x70

KIILLE coverboard
12x42

KIILLE baseboard
12x90

KIILLE electric
baseboard 20x42

KIILLE coverboard
12x70

KIILLE coverboard
12x90

KIILLE electric
baseboard 20x70

VIIVA

KINOS cover/baseboard
15x70

KINOS cover/baseboard
15x90

Thickness, mm

Width, mm

Colour

20x70 VIIVA cover/baseboard

20

70

White

20x90 VIIVA cover/baseboard

20

90

White

20x145 VIIVA cover/baseboard

20

145

White

KIILLE ceiling
moulding 15x44

VANA mouldings

Thickness, mm

Width, mm

Colour

12x56 VANA cover/baseboard

12

56

White

15x70 VANA cover/baseboard

15

70

White

15x90 VANA cover/baseboard

15

90

15x60 VANA ceiling moulding

15

60

VANA cover/baseboard
12x56

KUMPU

VANA cover/baseboard
15x70

VANA cover/baseboard
15x90

Thickness, mm

Width, mm

Colour

White

12x42 AITO baseboard, translucent oak

12

42

translucent oak

White

12x42 AITO baseboard, translucent white oak

12

42

translucent white oak

12x42 AITO baseboard, light grey

12

42

translucent light grey

12x42 AITO baseboard, grey

12

42

translucent grey

12x42 AITO baseboard, birchbark

12

42

translucent birchbark

12x42 AITO baseboard, translucent black

12

42

translucent black

VANA ceiling moulding
15x60

Thickness, mm

Width, mm

Colour

15x56 KUMPU cover/baseboard

15

56

White

15x68 KUMPU cover/baseboard

15

68

White

15x92 KUMPU cover/baseboard

15

92

White

KUMPU cover/baseboard
15x68

AITO

VIIVA cover/baseboard 20x145

VIIVA cover/baseboard 20x90

AITO mouldings

KUMPU mouldings

KUMPU cover/baseboard
15x56

KINOS ceiling
moulding 15x64

VIIVA mouldings

VIIVA cover/baseboard 20x70

VANA

KINOS cover/baseboard
15x120

KUMPU cover/baseboard
15x92

AITO baseboard
translucent oak

HARDWOOD

AITO baseboard
translucent white oak

AITO baseboard
light grey

AITO baseboard
translucent grey

AITO baseboard
translucent birchbark

AITO baseboard
translucent black

HARDWOOD mouldings

Thickness, mm

Width, mm

Colour

15x70 baseboard

15

70

translucent white ash

15x70 coverboard

15

70

translucent white ash

16x16 board

16

16

translucent white ash

28x28/22 corner moulding

28

28

translucent white ash

INTERIOR PANEL PROFILES

AITO 280

HAAPA, KIILLE, KASTE AND USVA STS

KIILLE HELMIPANEELI

RAILO

VALO

STRUKTUURI STS 176

KOO

KOO4

KOO2

PALA

VIRE

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS WWW.SIPARILA.FI

Siparila Oy
Varaslahdentie
Vaajakoski
Varaslahdentie1,1,FI-40800
40800 Vaajakoski
FINLAND
Puhelin:
010 4242 000
Tel. +358
10 4242 000
www.siparila.fi
www.siparila.fi www.siparila.com

us
Seuraa meitä Follow
sosiaalisessa
mediassa
Seuraa meitä sosiaalisessa mediassa

#siparila @siparila

